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1.	Introduction

1.1	Before you start

The dynamics of sailing ships are exceedingly complex, and a computer programme like HMS Surprise can never pretend to realistically simulate all aspects of the behaviour of real vessels. Nonetheless the programme does demonstrate the basic principles governing their behaviour.

The simulator is designed for screen resolutions of 800*600, 1024*768, 1152*864 or 1280*960 pixels. If you use a different resolution and the simulator does not display properly, select a smaller screen size in the Edit item of the main menu..

Check http://www.pdavis.nl" http://www.pdavis.nl for later releases of the programme.

In you are unfamiliar with sailing ship terminology please review part 7 of this document before proceeding further.

1.2	Overview

This programme simulates a frigate (with three masts each carrying four square sails, and one jib) or a brig (with two masts each carrying five square sails, and a number of jibs and staysails). The dimensions of the frigate are in fact based on those of USS Essex, while those of the brig are based on a modern sail-training vessel.

The simulator consists of a number of displays, which provide information about the status of the ship, and controls and a menu, which allow you to sail the ship or to alter the environment or the information shown on the displays.  

Except when paused, the screen is updated at intervals of about 0.5 seconds, whilst the various parameters which define the state of the simulation are recalculated as often as possible (about every 0.05 seconds, depending on hardware and Windows version).


2	The Displays

The displays are: 
	the plan view (top left, under the menu),

the sail plan (top centre),
the map (right centre),
the stern view (under the plan view),
the ship state display (bottom left),
the sail parameter display (bottom centre),
the status message display (between basic and sail parameter displays).

The following controls are used to sail the ship: 
	sliders to move the yards on the fore, main and (only the frigate) mizzen masts, and the spanker boom,

a slider to move the rudder/helm,
a slider to veer and haul the sheets of the foremast staysail and jibs,
two buttons to switch between the jibs (frigate) or a slider to veer and haul the sheets of the mainmast staysails (brig),
buttons to activate the "automatic helmsman" and the "automatic yardsmen".

The other buttons are used to adjust the displays.

The menu items are:
	File | New frigate

File | New brig
File | Open default
File | Open…
File | Save 
File | Save as default
File | Save as … 
File | Save position
File | Don’t save position 
File | Record voyage 
File | Stop recording 
File | Replay voyage 
File | Stop replaying 
File | Exit 
Edit | Ship dimensions... 
Edit | Ship dynamic properties... 
Edit | Square sails... 
Edit | Fore-and-aft sails… 
Edit | Islands... 
Edit | Rudder commands
Edit | Helm commands
	Edit | Screen 800*600
Edit | Screen 1024*768
Edit | Screen 1152*864
Edit | Screen 1280*1024
	Planview | Royal yards 
Planview | Topgallant yards 
Planview | Upper Topsail yards (brig only)
Planview | (Lower) Topsail yards 
Planview | Lower yards 
Planview | Adjust to heading
Planview | Don’t adjust to heading
Planview | Show compass ring
Planview | Don’t show compass ring
Planview | Show slipstreams 
Planview | Don’t show slipstreams 
Sailplan | Conventional 
Sailplan | Perspective 
Map | Track ship 
Map | Don't track ship 
Map | Clear track 
Parameters | Sail angle 
Parameters | Wind striking angle
Parameters | Exposed percentage 
Parameters | Effective area 
Parameters | Useful percentage of force 
Parameters | Useful force 
Parameters | Forward thrust 
Parameters | Leeward thrust 
Parameters | Rotational thrust 
Parameters | Heeling thrust 
Speed | 1x
Speed | 2x
Speed | 4x
Speed | 8x
Speed | 16x
Speed | 32x
Help | Help 
Help | About

2.1	The Plan View

The display immediately under the menu shows the ship viewed from above. The small yellow circle is the centre of rotation. The light blue line athwartships is the midship datum (midway between bow and stern) from which all distances are measured.  The rudder is also shown in light blue. The yards (including the spanker boom) are shown in yellow. If staysails or jibs are set, their foot is shown in white. The pink cross indicates the position of the centre of effort of the sails. 

The actual direction of the wind is shown by a dark green arrow; the apparent direction of the wind for an observer on the moving ship is shown by a pink arrow.

You can alter the information shown on this display by selecting Planview in the menu (the currently selected option is shown checked in the menu): 
	Select the yards to be shown; if the Lower Yards are selected, the spanker boom is also shown.

Toggle automatic adjustment of the display to the ships heading on and off. If this is on, the display automatically rotates so that the ships heading is at the top, offering a view similar to that shown on a modern wind indicator display. As the heading changes, the compass ring (if selected on) and the wind indicators rotate to their position relative to the ship's heading, with the current heading shown in the box at the top of the display. If automatic adjustment is not selected, the bearing for the top of the plan view can be selected by keying in a 3-figure bearing into that box; "360" or "000" for North (the default value), "090" for East, etc.  The representation of the ship on the display will then rotate as the ships heading changes.
 Toggle the slipstream display on and off. If this is on, the slipstreams of the appropriate yards are shown by dotted lines.
Toggle the compass ring on and off.  If this is on, North is indicated by an outward pointing white arrow.

2.2	The Sail Plan

The sail plan display is to the right of the plan view display.  Select Sailplan in the menu (or left click "underwater" on the sail plan display itself) to toggle between two different views: 
	The Conventional sail plan (on which the yards are conventionally shown in an impossible position braced round 90 degrees, parallel to the keel of the ship).

A continuously updated Perspective view of the sails, with the yards in their correct orientation, and as seen from the direction of the wind (note: if you cannot see the mast in front of a sail, then that sail is taken aback).

The dimensions and status (fully set, set reefed, furled, or blown out) of the individual sails are shown on the conventional sail plan.  Square sails are shown dark grey (if set) and the fore-and-aft sails (spanker, staysails and jibs) light grey. Eased jibs and staysails are shown with a white (instead of black) border. The display shows the outline of furled sails (or reefed parts of sails) against the sky background. Sails which have been blown out by the wind are shown dark red. 

If the conventional display is selected, individual sails can be set or furled or (if appropriate) a reef taken in or let out by a single (left) mouse-click on the sail. To take in a reef, click within the lower (set) part of the sail; to let out a reef click within the outline of the upper (reefed) part. 

You can make more sail or reduce sail in a programmed manner using the Increase Sail and Decrease Sail buttons above the sail plan; there are 8 or 15 possible configurations between all sails set and all sails furled for the frigate and the brig respectively.

You cannot change the state of individual sails when the perspective view is selected (although you can use the Increase Sail and Decrease Sail buttons); clicking anywhere on the perspective view restores the conventional sail plan to enable such a change.

2.3	The Map

Latitude and longitude are measured in nautical miles; the simulation starts with the ship at the origin of the coordinate system (the position: 0 miles North, 0 miles East).

The map, to the right of the sail plan, shows the track of the ship since the start of the simulation (or since the track was last cleared). You can zoom the map in and out (by a factor of 5) using the buttons above the map: the width of the display can be varied between 0.04 and 25 nautical miles. If the ship approaches the edge of the map, the later shifts (by a half map-width) in the appropriate direction if the ship-tracking check box under the map is selected. You can manually pan the map by (left) clicking one or more times with the mouse on the map near its edge in the appropriate direction; this automatically deactivates the ship-tracking check box. Click the check box to reactivate automatic tracking. You can also toggle tracking of the ship on and off by selecting Map in the menu.

The width of the map display, and the coordinates of the top left and bottom right corners are shown near the map.

Select Map in the menu to clear the displayed track on the map.


2.4	The Stern View

The stern view, below the plan view, displays the angle of heel of the ship on a simplified view (hull and main mast) from astern. Except when the yards are squared, no sails are set, or there is no wind, a pink arrow indicates the height of the centre of effort of the sails and the direction of the leeward component of the wind's action.

2.5	The Ship State Display

The ship state display (bottom left) shows:
	the present position of the ship (latitude and longitude in nautical miles from the origin of the co-ordinate system),

the heading (in degrees); this is the compass direction in which the bow of the ship is pointing,
the track (in degrees), this is the compass direction of the ships progress  through the water,
the forward speed (in knots); minus sign and red figures denote that the ship is making sternway,
the leeway (expressed as the angle between the heading and the wake of the ship),
the rotational speed (in degrees per minute to port or starboard),
the heel angle (angle between masts and the vertical, in degrees),
the true wind direction and speed (in knots and on the Beaufort scale), shown in dark green,
the apparent wind direction and speed, shown in pink,
the relative wind direction, shown in black; this is the apparent wind direction relative to the ship (zero = from ahead).

Under this display a number (without any caption) shows the actual number of recalculation cycles per second. 

Any red letters (FLRH) to the right of this number are warnings of acceleration damping, resulting from inappropriate values of ship dynamic properties (5.3).

2.6	The Sail Parameter Display

The sail parameter display is the numerical display on the outline of the ship on the lower central screen. This display shows a selected parameter for each of the sails (and, where appropriate, for the rudder and the hull). Select Parameters in the menu to change the parameter shown. 

The following parameters can be chosen: 
	sail angle: the angle between the sail and the squared position for square sails or the line of the keel of the ship for fore-and-aft sails,

wind striking angle: the angle at which the wind strikes the sail,
exposed percentage: the percentage of the sail (when viewed from the direction of the wind) that is not shadowed by windward sails (and is thus available for delivering thrust),
effective area: the area (in square feet) of the sail (when viewed from the direction of the wind) that is not shadowed by windward sails,
useful percentage of force: the percentage of the wind force hitting the sail that is useful (i.e. the component perpendicular to the sails which contributes to headway (or sternway) and leeway),
useful force: the magnitude (in arbitrary units) of the useful force hitting the sail,
forward thrust: the force hitting the sail (or rudder or hull) driving the ship forward (i.e. the component of the useful force along the line of the keel of the ship); the letter indicates direction: forwards or aftwards,
leeward thrust: the force hitting the sail (or rudder or hull) driving the ship sideways (i.e. the component of the useful force perpendicular to the line of the keel of the ship); the letter indicates direction: port or starboard,
rotational thrust: the force hitting the sail (or rudder or hull) causing the ship to change its heading; the letter indicates the direction of bow rotation: port or starboard; this display also shows the contribution of the heel of the ship to the rotational forces,
heeling thrust: the force hitting the sail causing the ship to heel; the letter indicates direction: port or starboard.

If one of the four thrust parameters has been selected, a summary table under the display shows the total thrust (the sum of the values on the display above), the total drag (a calculated value dependent on the dynamic characteristic of the ship) and their resultant. If, for example, the resultant fore/aft thrust is in the forward direction, then the ship will be accelerating if moving ahead, or decelerating is moving astern.



The colour of the parameters on the sail parameter display indicates the state of the different sails: 
	black = filled,

grey = ashiver (angle between wind and sail less than 30 degrees),
dark red = aback and ashiver (angle between wind and sail less than 10 degrees) - only for square sails,
light red = fully aback - only for square sails,
white = sail not set.

Notes: 
	Sails that are ashiver generate less thrust that would be expected theoretically,

Sails that are taken aback start to shiver much later than sails with the wind from the normal direction because the mast, being then to leeward of the sail, tends to keeps the sail in form.

2.7	The Status Message Display

Warning or informational messages from the programme are shown here. Messages are announced by a tone and scroll off the display after ten seconds. 


3	Controlling the ship

3.1	The Yards

You select the position of the yards using the Fore, Main, Mizzen (only frigate) and Spanker boom sliders; the selected and actual angles are shown above the sliders (0 degrees is square for the square sails yards and fore-and-aft for the spanker). The yards are not braced round instantly: large changes of the slider position take some time to be effectuated. 

Use the check box above the sliders for the fore and mizzen yards to "couple" these to the main yards; coupled yards all respond when one of their sliders is used (this is useful when carrying out evolutions). 

Use the Yardsmen button to activate and deactivate the "automatic yardsmen" who can keep the yards at an optimum angle for forward motion (the apparent wind bisecting the angle between the yards and the keel of the ship). If the yardsmen are activated the text under the button changes from "(await orders)" to "man braces", and the colour of the yard names by the sliders changes from black to grey to indicate that the sliders cannot be used (if you try, the yards will not respond and the slider will spring back to its original position when released).

3.2	The Jibs and Staysails

The frigate carries one of three jibs (large, working or storm jib), and no staysails. The brig carries a fore-topmast staysail and inner, outer and flying jibs on the foremast, and three staysails on the mainmast.  For convenience jibs and staysails are here further simply referred to as staysails.

The sheets of the staysails can be veered (to increase the angle between the foot of the sail and the keel of the ship) or hauled (to decrease this angle) using the Staysail sliders. In the simulator all the foremast staysails and all the mainmast staysails are veered or hauled together. The clew (aftward corner of the foot) of a staysail is always on the leeward side of the ship; if you allow the ship to go through the wind with the sail set, the clew automatically flips over to the (new) leeward side (what yachtsmen call: gibing all-standing). 

The sheets of the staysails can be eased (leaving the sails in place, but depriving them of their pulling power) by moving the slider to the fully veered position, and then pressing the right arrow of the slider once. Eased sheets can be returned to the fully veered position by pressing the left arrow once. Eased staysails are shown streaming away downwind on the Plan View and the perspective Sail View. You cannot set or furl staysails when they are eased.

Hauling and veering the foremast staysails is a useful way of making small adjustments to the rotational forces acting on the ship: avoid an excessive helm angle when sailing close to the wind by hauling the sheets of the foremast staysails in.

3.3	The Helm/Rudder

Use the Helm/Rudder slider to alter the position of the rudder. This slider can be configured (via Edit in the main menu) to respond to modern "Rudder commands" (as is the default brig), or traditional "Helm commands" (as is the default frigate). In the former case moving the slider to port moves the rudder (and thus the head of the ship) to port; in the latter case moving the slider to port moves the helm to port, and thus the rudder and the head of the ship to starboard. As is the case with the yards, the helm/rudder takes some time to effectuate large changes.  A letter under the slider indicates whether Weather or Lee helm is being applied.

Use the Helmsman button to activate and deactivate the "automatic helmsman". When he is activated a dialogue box appears at the place of the sail display. You can enter a heading to steer, or change the indicated heading (in steps of 1 degree) using the "<" and ">" buttons. Then press the OK button to activate the helmsman (or the Cancel button to return to manual control). You can also select a heading by clicking with the left mouse button on the plan view near the edge of the display (the bearing under the mouse cursor is shown temporarily just above and to the right of the plan view) to open the dialogue box with the appropriate heading already selected. 

When the helmsman is activated the text under the button changes from "(await orders)" to "steer <the selected heading>", and the ship turns to the selected heading. When the ship reaches the selected heading, the text under the button changes to "steering <the selected heading>". The ship will now maintain the set heading even if you change the sail settings or the wind direction (possibly after an initial deviation). If the heading deviation exceeds three degrees, the text under the button temporarily changes back to "steer <the selected heading>". 

When the helmsman is activated the colour of the word Helm or Rudder by the slider changes from black to grey to indicate that the slider cannot be used (if you try, the helm will not respond and the slider will spring back to its original position when released). 

Do not activate the helmsman immediately after a sudden helm change (when the state of the ship may not yet reflect the current helm position); under extreme conditions the helmsman may not manage to get onto the correct heading. 

When first activated, the helmsman observes if the ship is already rotating towards the desired heading; if this is the case, he does nothing and waits for the ship to reach that heading. If the ship is rotating away from the desired heading, he applies helm as appropriate. When the ship reaches the desired heading, the helmsman calculates the amount of helm needed to bring the rotational forces to zero and applies this. If the ship drifts off the heading he applies one degree of helm correction. If the ship drifts more than three degrees off heading (generally only due to external circumstances), he begins anew. 

If the ship is sailing by the wind and the wind direction changes, the helmsman will automatically adjust his heading to prevent the ship from being taken aback. If you instruct the helmsman to steer a heading too close to the wind, he will steer the best possible heading (by the wind) if the "automatic yardsmen" are also in action.

3.4	Automatic tacking

Activating both the yardsmen and the helmsman together assures optimum performance (but leaves less for the officer of the watch to do). If you instruct the helmsman to steer a heading requiring the ship to tack, this evolution will be carried out automatically provided both helmsman and yardsmen are activated.


4	Pausing, Loading, Saving, Recording

4.1	Pause, restart or exit the programme

You can use the Pause button to suspend the programme; the caption of the button changes to Restart; press it again to restart the programme. 

Select Files | Exit in the menu to exit the programme.

4.2	Load a situation

A combination of all ship and environment properties is defined as a “situation”. The simulator contains two inbuilt situations: a frigate and a brig at latitude 0 and longitude 0 heading towards a group of islands to the south east, with a 15 knot wind from the south west. You can select one of these situations when the programme is running by selecting File | New Frigate or File | New Brig in the menu.

The simulator initially starts up with the inbuilt frigate situation, unless (see below) you have saved another situation as default situation. Select File | Open Default to reload the default situation when the programme is already running. 

You can load a previously saved named situation (see below) by selecting Files | Open in the menu.  The current situation is replaced without being saved.

The name of the currently loaded situation is shown in the programme caption bar.

4.3	Save a situation

You can save the current situation as a named situation by selecting File | Save or File | Save As… in the menu.

Select File | Save As Default  to save the current situation with the special filename Default.ssf. This situation will thereafter load on start-up instead of the inbuilt situation mentioned above.
 
The situation files have an extension .ssf  (Simulation Situation File) and are readable ANSI-files (you can use an ANSI editor like Wordpad to edit them if you are reasonably careful).

Note that the position of the ship is only saved if File | Save Position has been selected, otherwise the newly loaded ship springs to the origin of the co-ordinate system when you reload a saved situation.

4.4	Record a voyage

You can record a voyage (to subsequently replay it) by selecting Files | Record Voyage in the menu. The current situation, and all subsequent input to control the ship or change the wind are recorded until you select Files | Stop Recording in the menu. The elapsed recording time is shown in the programme caption bar.

The voyage recording files have an extension .srf  (Simulation Recording File) and are readable ANSI-files.

4.5	Replay a recorded voyage

You can replay a recorded voyage by selecting Files | Replay Voyage in the menu. The recording continues until its end or until you select Files | Stop Replaying in the menu. 

You should not make any input to control the ship or change the wind while replaying a recorded voyage; doing so will lead to unpredictable results. You may however change the displays (map zoom, parameter shown on sail parameter display etc.).

When replaying a voyage slight differences in the timing of events can lead to slight deviations in calculated position on the map display. Periodic automatic correction of these deviations may be apparent as transient “spikes” on the track line if the map display is fully zoomed in.  


5	Changing the environment

5.1	Simulator Speed

Select one of the Speed options in the menu to run the simulator in an accelerated mode (2 to 32 times normal speed, in steps of 2).  The highest speeds may not be usable on very slow computers.

5.2	Ship Dimensions

Select Edit | Ship Dimensions in the menu to modify the physical properties of the ship. These are (all dimensions are in feet; distances forward of the midship datum are positive, and distances towards the stern are negative): 
	the length of the ship at the waterline,

the lengths of the quarterdeck and the forecastle,
the height of the main deck above the waterline,
the height of the quarterdeck (and of the forecastle) above the waterline (note: set the “quarterdeck” and “forecastle” lower than the main deck to simulate a flat deck with a superstructure),
the horizontal distance of the centre of rotation from the midship datum, 
the horizontal distance of the centroid of the hull from the midship datum (the centroid is the position along the fore-and-aft axis of the ship at which the force of the wind on the hull can be assumed to be acting),
the width of the ship at the waterline,
its draught,
its tonnage,
the horizontal distance of the masts from the midship datum of the ship,
the heights of the foot of the courses (lowest square sail on each mast) and the spanker above the waterline,
the fraction of a sail set with one, two and three reefs set, 
the maximum brace angle for the yards on the masts and the maximum angle of the spanker boom,
the area of the rudder,
the maximum angle of the rudder.

The changes you make in this (and the other dialogue boxes described below) are normally implemented immediately (to enable you to observe their effects). If you dismiss the dialogue box with the Cancel button, however, the original values are restored. Use the OK button to dismiss the dialogue box and retain the new values for the present session. If you want to retain the changes permanently, you must save the current situation before quitting the programme.

If you don't want the changes to be implemented immediately, use the Pause button before invoking the Edit menu.

You may continue to use the ship controls (for yards, helm etc.) while a dialogue box is open; move the box out of the way if necessary by dragging its caption bar.

Ship dimensions may not be changed when recording or replaying a voyage.

5.3	Ship dynamic properties

Select Edit | Ship Dynamic Properties in the menu to modify the following factors which determine the behaviour of the ship: 
	Water Drag Factor: a factor to scale the drag of the water for forward (or leeward) motion of the ship; increasing this parameter will decrease the speed of the ship,

Rudder Factor: a factor to determine the effectivity of the rudder (in comparison to a sail of equal area); the default value of 770 is the ratio of the density of water to that of air; increasing this parameter will decrease the amount of helm needed to produce a particular change of heading, 
Bow Factor: the resistance to forward motion relative to that of a flat bow of area Width * Draft (generally less than 1); increasing this parameter will decrease the forward speed of the ship (but not the leeway or sternway),
Stern Factor: the resistance to forward motion relative to that of a flat stern of area Width * Draft (generally greater than 1); increasing this parameter will decrease the sternway speed of the ship (but not the forward speed or leeway),
Side Factor: the resistance to leeward motion relative to that of a flat side of area Length * Draft (generally greater than 1); increasing this parameter will decrease the leeway,
Mass Factor: a factor to convert the tonnage of the ship to the programme's mass units,
Hull Factor: a factor to scale the effect (per unit of area) of the hull and superstructure as a sail to that of the real sails (generally less than 1); increasing this parameter will increase the influence of the wind on the hull and the superstructure, in comparison with the sails,
Rotational Inertia Factor: a factor determining the inertia to changes in heading; increasing this parameter will slow the speed with which the ship responds to (in particular) rudder changes, the value of this parameter is automatically set to the low value of 0.2 if the simulator speed is set to a factor other than 1,
Rotational Drag Factor: a factor to scale the drag of the water to rotational motion,
Heel Angle Factor: a factor determining the angle of heel under particular conditions; increasing this parameter will reduce the heel under particular conditions
Heeling Inertia Factor: a factor determining the inertia to changes in heel angle,
Heeling Drag Factor: a factor to scale the drag exerted by the water on heeling or righting movement.
By-the-wind angle: the wind striking angle for the square sails at which the ship is considered to be by the wind (and at which the automatic yardsmen will initiate a tack); increasing this parameter will decrease the ability of the ship to sail close to the wind when controlled by the automatic helmsman and the automatic yardsmen.

Note: Using inappropriate values of these parameters may make the ship unsailable (or even cause the programme to crash). The programme does prevent the linear (fore/aft and leeway), rotational and heeling accelerations from becoming unrealistically large. If such a constraint is being applied, one or more red letters (F=fore/aft, L=leeway, H=heel, R=rotation) appear at the bottom left of the screen. If these warnings appear more than occasionally, you should adjust the appropriate properties.

Ship dynamic properties may not be changed when recording or replaying a voyage.



5.4	Square sails

Select Edit | Square Sails in the menu to modify the following dimensions (in feet) and properties of the square sails: 
	the head width; the width of the head (top edge) of the sail,

the foot width; the width of the foot (bottom edge) of the sail,
the depth; the height of the sail (from head to foot),
the nominal wind speed (in knots) at which the sail blows out,
the number of reefs (0, 1, 2 or 3).

Sails blow out if the wind (actually: the apparent wind) speed is too high. The exact speed at which any individual sail blows out depends on: 
	the position of the sail (royals can only be used at wind speeds below about 25 knots, topsails or courses can often be used at up to about 50 knots),

a random factor.
The default "blow out" wind speeds are those at which the individual sails should have been furled, and are not necessarily the speed at which a (modern) sail would physically destruct.  If sails are blow out, then they must be furled before they can be reset.

In the simulator the head and foot of the square sails are horizontal; with the exception of the courses (lowest sails) the leaches (sides) slant in towards the head, which is consequently narrower than the foot. 

Square sail properties may not be changed when recording or replaying a voyage.

5.5	Fore-and-aft sails

Select Edit | Fore-and-aft sails in the menu to modify the following dimensions and properties of the spanker and the staysails: 
	for the spanker: its width, the depth of its luff (edge adjacent to the mast) and of its leech (aftmost edge), and the number of reefs,

for the staysails: the horizontal distance from the midship datum, and the elevation  above the waterline of the clew (aftmost bottom corner), the tack (foremost bottom corner) and the head (top corner),
for all the fore-and-aft sails: the nominal wind speed (in knots) at which the sail blows out.

The Spanker is a fore-and-aft sail on the aftmost mast (mizzen mast on the frigate, main mast on the brig). In the simulator its foot is horizontal, and its luff and leech are vertical. The peak (aftmost upper corner) is higher than the throat (upper corner adjacent to the mast).

In the simulator the staysails are triangular sails and the clew is always higher than the tack.

Fore-and-aft sail properties may not be changed when recording or replaying a voyage.

5.6	Islands

Select Edit | Islands in the menu to modify the position and size of the islands: 
	the north latitude of the centre of the island relative to the origin of the co-ordinate system (in nautical miles; use negative values for islands to the south of the origin),

the east longitude of the centre of the island relative to the origin of the co-ordinate system (in nautical miles; use negative values for islands to the west of the origin),
the radius (in nautical miles).

The selected island is shown dark red on the Map; you can also relocate a selected island by right-clicking on the new location (after disabling ship-tracking if necessary). 

Island properties may not be changed when recording or replaying a voyage.

Note: remove an island by setting its radius to less than 0.0001 miles. 

Note: you can in fact sail over the islands with impunity (they are, after all, only virtual islands), a tone will however sound to draw attention to your lubberly behaviour.




5.7	Wind

Normally the wind blows with a constant speed from a constant direction; the direction from which the wind blows is shown by a dark green arrow on the plan view. The wind direction and speed are also shown in dark green in the basic parameter display. 

You can change the wind direction and/or speed by clicking with the right mouse button on the plan view, in the direction you want the wind to come from (the bearing under the mouse cursor is shown temporarily just above and to the right of the plan view). Right click near the centre of the plan view if you want to change the wind speed, but not the direction. A dialogue box now appears at the place of the sail display. You can adjust the direction you want the wind to come from and the wind speed by entering new values or by changing the indicated values (in steps of one degree or knot) using the "<" and ">" buttons. You can also use the same procedure to specify the rates of change; the "<" and ">" buttons change these by a factor of two. Press the OK button to implement the changes (or the Cancel button to ignore them). 

Wind speed can vary between 0 and 70 knots. With a 50 knot wind on the beam the ship can (assuming you fit her with upper sails which, in contrast to real ones, don't get blown out long before that), almost be driven onto her beam ends (angle of heel almost 90 degrees). Unlike a real ship, the simulator will survive this harrowing experience unscathed.


6	Performing evolutions

6.1	Introduction to evolutions

The following instructions should enable you to perform common evolutions. I suggest you first try them with all sails set and a wind speed of 15 knots. All the evolutions should start with the ship sailing by the wind (yards braced up sharp and relative wind angle about 60 degrees) and carrying some weather helm; all staysails should be veered 15 degrees, and the spanker set 10 degrees to leeward, it is the intention to end the evolution with the ship sailing by the wind on the other tack (with the wind from the other side of the ship). 

These evolutions are described in detail in chapter 12 of John Harland's (highly recommended) book "Seamanship in the Age of Sail". 

When you have completed the evolution, use the map to view and evaluate your track.

6.2	Tacking

Tacking is the change to the opposite tack whereby the head of the ship passes through the wind. This is the preferred method because least progress to windward is lost. Ideally, a ship should be able to bring her head through the wind without making sternway. This is, however, not the case for the inbuilt vessels of the simulator (or for many real vessels).

Tacking is not always successful and the ship may finish up stationary with its head to the wind - "in irons" or "missed stays"; in that case it will be necessary to wear or boxhaul. 

To tack, proceed as follows  (the procedure is carried automatically if you have activated both the "automatic helmsman" and the "automatic yardsmen" - see 3.4 above)

	furl the mainmast staysails,

set 20 degree lee helm (“helm’s a-lee”), the head of the ship comes up towards the wind and the speed decreases,
haul the spanker right out to windward, 
ease the foresails (foremast staysails) to remove their driving power,
helm amidships and then 20 degree old weather helm when the ship begins to make sternway, 
reverse the main- (and mizzen-)yards ("mainsail haul") when the head of the ship is 10 degrees off the wind,
haul in the foresail sheets when the bow is well through the wind, 
reverse the foreyards ("let go and haul") when the mainsails are drawing fully,
reverse the helm (25 degrees new weather helm) when the ship starts to move forward again,
haul in the spanker boom as appropriate,
set weather helm as appropriate for the new course on the new tack.


6.3	Wearing

Wearing is the change of tack where the stern of the ship passes through the wind. This evolution will always be successful, but progress to windward will be lost.  The precise sequence used will depend on the number of crew available (e.g. only the duty watch, or the whole crew), but the following is an example of how the manoeuvre can be accomplished: 

	furl spanker and mainsail (i.e. the main course),

set 30 degree weather helm, 
brace the main- (and mizzen-)yards progressively round to keep the sails ashiver, neither pulling or backing, until they are braced up sharp on the new tack,
square the foreyards when the wind is astern,
furl the foresails,
set mainsail and spanker,
brace the foreyards sharp,
set the foresails when the relative wind angle is about 80 degrees,
set weather helm as appropriate for the new course on the new tack.

6.4	Boxhauling

This is generally used as a recovery from a failed attempt to tack; the ship initially makes sternway to bring her to a stop with the wind aft:

	set foresails (to increase initial resistance and artificially hinder the ship from tacking),

set 30 degree lee helm,
brace all yards round together to the other tack when the relative wind angle is about 40 degrees to achieve the starting position for boxhauling - all sails will now be backed,
furl the spanker and the mainsail,
	haul in the foresail sheets,

as the wind comes abeam, square the main- (and mizzen-)yards,
brace the main- (and mizzen-)yards progressively back round to keep the sails ashiver as the ship rotates making sternway,
square the foreyards when the wind is on the quarter (i.e. relative wind angle 135 degrees),
set the helm to 30 degrees on the other side,
set the spanker and the mainsail when the wind is on the (other) quarter,
furl the foresails,
brace the foreyards round sharp for new tack,
set the foresails when the relative wind angle is about 80 degrees,
set weather helm as appropriate for the new course on the new tack.

6.5	Wearing hard round

This is a variation of boxhauling, used when it is necessary to alter course quickly, for example in an emergency to avoid collision.  Unlike boxhauling, this manoeuvre does not commence by steering into the wind:

	brace foreyards hard round and square main- (and mizzen-)yards - sails are backed, way is lost and head comes off the wind,

furl spanker and mainsail,
as wind comes onto the quarter (relative wind angle 135o), brace main- (and mizzen-)yards hard round and square foreyards,
as vessel begins to make way, steer onto new course on new tack,
as stern passes through the wind, brace foreyards onto new tack.

6.6	Recovering from being taken aback

This is the only evolution described here not designed to bring the ship onto a new tack; it is used to restore the ship to the old tack when, due to inattention by the helmsman or to an unexpected shift of the wind, the head of the ship has come up into the wind and the square sails have been taken aback. Since this occurrence is unexpected, the crew will not be at bracing stations and the manoeuvre to re-establish the original course will have to be accomplished with the minimum of sail handling.

Normally, at the moment when the sails come aback, the helm will be hard aweather, attempting to correct the ship's rotation and steer the ship away from the wind.  Action to be taken should be as follows:

	furl the spanker, if set,

maintain weather helm as ship makes sternway and head come through the wind,
as wind begins to fill sails again, and ship begins to make headway, correct the helm to continue the turn,
after stern has passed through the wind, adjust helm to return to original course (or as determined by new wind direction).


7.	Sailing ship terminology

A frigate is a vessel with three masts (foremast, mainmast and mizzenmast) carrying square sails on all three masts. Square sails are sails suspended from yards. Yards are beams mounted on the masts; in their central position they are at right angles to (“square to”) the keel (i.e. the fore-and-aft axis) of the ship (thus the appellation “square” does not refer to the shape of the sails).

A brig is a vessel with two masts (foremast and mainmast) carrying square sails on both. Properly speaking a brig is not a ship; this word should actually only be used for a frigate-rigged vessel.

A sailing ship of the time of Nelson normally had four yards on each mast, from the deck upwards (for example on the foremast): the foreyard, the fore topsail yard, the fore topgallant yard and the fore royal yard; the sails suspended from these yards are named analogously: the fore sail (or the fore course), the fore topsail, the fore topgallant sail and the fore royal. In the later part of the 19th century, the topsails (the largest sails) were divided into upper topsails and lower topsails to ease handling.

The square sails are extended downwards by lines called sheets, leading from their clews (bottom corners) to the yards below (or in the case of the lowest sails – the courses – to the deck below).

The angle between a yard and its central position at right angles to keel of the ship is controlled by lines called braces; increasing this angle is referred to as bracing up the yards; decreasing the angle is referred to as bracing in or squaring the yards.  All the yards on one mast are generally braced together. Elementary mechanics reveals that the theoretical optimum brace angle of the yards is such that the wind bisects the angle between the yards and the keel of the ship.

In addition to square sails, sailing ships carry a number of fore-and-aft sails (sails of which the central position is along the line of the keel). The spanker is a large fore-and-aft sail on the afmost mast (the mizzenmast  of a frigate, the mainmast of a brig). The top of the spanker is supported by a beam called the spanker gaff, the foot of the sail is extended by another, larger, beam, the spanker boom.  

Frigates generally do not carry a square mizzen sail (mizzen course), as this would interfere with the working of the spanker; as the lowest yard on the mizzen mast therefore only serves to extend the foot of the mizzen topsail, this yard is known as the crossjack yard (and not as the mizzen yard); under these circumstances the spanker is sometimes (confusingly) referred to as the mizzen sail or the mizzen course. Brigs, on the other hand, may carry (but probably not often use) a square mizzen course.

Staysails are (generally triangular) fore-and-aft sails hanging from the stays, fixed lines which support the masts from forward. Jibs are sails similar to staysails, but found only on the foremast and outboard (further forward) that the staysails. Although they function similarly to staysails, jibs are technically not classified as staysails, because the lines from which they are suspended – the jibstays – only carry the jibs and are not intended to support the masts. 

The angle between the various fore-and-aft sails and the keel of the ship is set to balance the forces acting on the ship so that only moderate rudder is required to maintain the required course; excessive rudder increases resistance to the water and thus seriously reduces the vessels speed. The angle of the spanker is changed by changing the angle of the spanker boom. The angle of the staysails and jibs is decreased by hauling (shortening)  and increased by veering (paying out) their sheets, lines leading from the clew (or bottom aftward corner) of the sail to the deck. The sheets can also be eased (veered so much that the sail flaps downwind and looses its pulling power).

A sailing ship only sets all available sail in light winds. As the wind increases, royal and then topgallant sails are taken in (furled). To give a degree of fine control, main and topsails can often be partially taken in (reefed).
 
A vessel moving forward is said to make headway; one moving backwards makes sternway. Unless the wind is coming from dead astern, a sailing ship will also make leeway – sideways movement. The left side of a vessel is the port side, the right side is the starboard side.

If a square sail presents its fore side to the wind (and is thus generally acting as a brake to motion) it is said to be taken aback. If the angle between the wind direction and the yard is small, so that the wind is almost blowing along the sail, the sail will not draw properly and is said to shiver.
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